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Have you ever known concerning the Batik industry in Indonesia? Batik is becoming one of the most
important historical estates of Indonesia. In fact, it's started in the development period of Majapahit
kingdom. Batik artwork is the picture art that is drawn in the fabric material. It used to be worn by
people who love in kingdom. Batik art is something valuable that should be protected by all
Indonesian. We can't just let the culture gone for every reason. That's why; as the Indonesian, we
must keep the Batik industry always alive. Today, we know that although batik was only made in a
fabric and it is used as the traditional costume of people, we can see that there are several
developments of batik now. Batik now not just can be seen in the cloth, but also many types of
modern things around us. You will find some aspects that can make batik really unique culture of
Indonesia; one of the key reasons is the ingredient which is used.

The components which are used are derived from the natural plant of Indonesia, so it's originally
made with and by Indonesian. We're talking about the improvement which is happened in batik
culture of Indonesia. Nowadays, people don't need to worry if they want to wear batik clothing; they
do not need to buy a fabric but directly by the clothing. Batik clothing from Indonesia is one of the
best ways to keep the culture alive. So now, people not just from Java Island will be able to wear the
product of batik easily and effectively. In its development, batik now is created in a lot of different
types; it will depend on the place where it is made. Batik now has become the characteristic of the
Indonesian, and it can be said as one which brings the identity of Indonesia people.

Batik now not just create for some formal clothing, but also for T-shirt. Have you ever seen people
who wear batik but in the T-shirt? Absolutely yes, it's because the expansion of Batik is getting
higher and higher. You can easily get the kaos batik if you need to show your Indonesia identity and
to respect with the Indonesian culture. Actually, the development of batik not only stops in several of
those products, it may be seen in some others, such as shoes, bag, pakaian batik and other
accessories. Those types of products are really loved by the teenagers, so now we don't need to
worry about how the next generation will learn to love Indonesian culture is, because it can be done
through batik existence. So, if you are Indonesian, it is the time whenever you can proof your
identity and how you love your country is by wearing batik in some occasions. It will help the batik
existence alive always.
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